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Inspired by the recent proposal for the quantum effective dynamics of the Schwarzschild spacetime
given in [1], we investigate the effective dynamics of the loop quantized Janis-Newman-Winicour
(JNW) spacetime which is an extension of the Schwarzschild spacetime with an extra minimally
coupled massless scalar field. Two parameters are introduced in order to regularize the Hamiltonian
constraint in the quantum effective dynamics. These two parameters are assumed to be Dirac
observables when the effective dynamics is solved. By carefully choosing appropriate conditions for
these two parameters, we completely determine them, and the resulted new effective description
of the JNW spacetime leads to a well behaved quantum dynamics which on one hand resolves the
classical singularities, and on the other hand, agrees with the classical dynamics in the low curvature
region.
PACS numbers: 04.60.Pp, 04.50.Kd
I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that Einstein’s theory of general relativity (GR) fails to give any concrete predictions around
singularities due to the non-negligible quantum effects in the Planck regime. Various attempts has been made to
construct a consistent theory describing such a regime in the past decades. Among these theories, loop quantum
gravity (LQG) presents a picture of granular and discrete space-time at Planck scale[2–5]. In this theory, it has
been shown that the operators representing geometric observables (e.g., 2-surface area, 3-region volume, length of
a curvature and integral of certain metric components) have a discrete spectra [3, 5]. Namely, gravity in LQG is
quantized. Because of the quantum features of the underlying spacetime geometry, LQG propose that singularities
may not exist. This concept was first implemented precisely in the theory of loop quantum cosmology (LQC) which is
constructed by applying the method of loop quantization to the homogeneous and isotropic cosmological model [6–10].
According to LQC, the classical big bang singularity is finally resolved by the quantum bounce scenario [11, 12].
Beyond the big-bang singularity, another well-known type of singularities is inside the black holes. The simplest
example is the Schwarzschild interior space-time. Because this region is isometric to the Kantowski-Sachs cosmological
model, one can thus transport directly the techniques developed for homogeneous but anisotropic LQC. One can refer
to [13–15] for detailed predications of the model, where it was shown by solving the effective dynamics that the
black-hole singularity can be resolved as expected. Moreover, these treatments differ by how to choose the quantum
parameters introduced to quantize the Hamiltonian constraint in detail. Roughly speaking, these analyses can be
classified as the following types. The first is the so-called µo-type, where the quantum parameters us chosen to be
a global constant on the phase space [13]. The second one is the so-called µ¯-type[14, 15], where, in contract with
the µo-type, the quantum parameters are chosen to be a function on the phase space. Although the key result of
singularity resolution holds in both of the two approaches, the detailed consequent effective dynamics differ from
one to the other. Several physically undesirable results are caused. For example, in some approaches, the quantum
replacement of the classical singularity could occur in the low curvature region [13, 16, 17]; while in other approaches
the quantum corrections to the classical spacetime are large near the black hole horizon which is expected to be the
classical regime [14, 15]. By considering these weaknesses, one recently proposed a new scheme [1, 18], which will be
referred as the AOS approach below. The AOS approach can be regarded as an average of the µo-type and µ¯-type
approaches, where the quantum parameters are required to be a Dirac observable, that is, a function on the phase
space which are constant along each dynamics trajectory but may vary from one to another. The AOS approach
provides a new effective description of the macroscopic Kruskal extension of Schwarzschild black holes incorporating
corrections due to quantum geometry effects of loop quantum gravity. This effective dynamics not only resolves the
central singularity in the Planck region but also keep the classical regime such as the horizon unchanged.
With these achievements, the AOS approach certainly should be generalized to the other black hole background to
test its universality, which is the purpose of the present work. To achieve this goal, we choose the Janis-Newman-
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2Winicour (JNW) spacetime[19–22] for investigation in the present work. The JNW spacetime is a solution to the Ein-
stein gravity minimally coupled to a massless scalar field which on one hand is more complicated than the Schwarzschild
solution and, on the other hand, can reduce to the Schwarzschild case when the scalar field vanishes. In the JNW
spacetime, beyond the central singularity as that in the Schwarzschild case, there also exists another singularity, called
the naked singularity, which will be replaced by the horizon in the Schwarzschild case. The µ¯ scheme of such system
has been studied in [23]. We utilize the Hamiltonian framework in order to study the quantum effective dynamics.
The Hamiltonian constraint of this model is an addition of the gravity part and the matter part, of which the gravity
part is the same as that for the Schwarzschild case. Thus for the quantum effective dynamics, we can just transport
the one given in [18, 23] to our model as the gravity part of the effective Hamiltonian constraint and leave the matter
part as the classical one, just like the usual treatment in LQC [8]. The effective Hamilton’s equations then can be
obtained by assuming the quantum parameters in the effective Hamiltonian are Dirac observables. The solutions to
these equations can be written down by using the elliptic integral and thus properties of the solutions can be analyzed
analytically and numerically. According to the results, the quantum dynamics well agrees with the classical one in
the classical region and the quantum correction coming out in the quantum region resolves the singularities. These
achievements do not sensitively depend on the value of the quantum parameters.
To study the quantum effective dynamics more precisely, the quantum parameters must be fixed. As mentioned
above, we want to generalize the AOS approach to the current model. However, a direct generalization of the AOS
approach, which transports directly the key equations used to solve the parameters to our case, leads to a problem that
there do not exist any real quantum parameters making the consequent equations hold. Therefore, the generalization
is highly non-trivial. To solve this problem, we come up with new equations by balancing the physical interpretation of
the quantum parameters and some other physical consideration. The consequent results of the new proposed equations
can recover the AOS scheme when the matter part vanishes. It should be mentioned here that some previous studies
on loop quantization of the JNW spacetime with µ¯ scheme can be found in [23]. These previous studies reveal that
the quantum evolution of the JNW spacetime will involve a large number of numerical calculations and thus becomes
an ideal arena to highlight our approach.
This paper is organized as follows. In section II, the Hamiltonian framework of the classical theory of the JNW
spacetime is presented. By considering the classical dynamics, we finally select the region with low curvature to set
the initial data of the quantum effective dynamics. In section III, the quantum effective dynamics is discussed with
using the assumption that the quantum parameters are the Dirac observables. In section IV, we present our approach
of how to constraint the quantum parameters and discuss some consequences. Finally, the present work is summarized
in section V.
II. CLASSICAL THEORY
A. Preliminaries
Consider a massless scalar field ϕ minimally coupled to gravity with GR, the action reads
S[gab, ϕ] =
∫
d4x
√−g
(
1
2κ
R− 1
2
gab∇aϕ∇bϕ
)
(2.1)
where κ = 8piG. Canonical analysis leads to
S[gab, ϕ] =
∫
dt
∫
d3x
(
1
κ
A˙iaE
a
i + ϕ˙piϕ −GiΛi − CaNa − CN
)
(2.2)
where
Gi =∂bE
b
i + 
k
ij A
j
aE
a
k
Ca =
1
κγ
EbjF
j
ab + piϕ∂aϕ
C =
1
2κ
Eai E
b
j√
q
ijk
(
F kab − (1 + γ2)kmnKma Knb
)
+
1
2
pi2ϕ√
q
+
1
2
√
qqab∂aϕ∂bϕ
(2.3)
are the Gaussian, diffeomorphism and Hamiltonian constraints respectively. Here we used the Ashtekar-Barbero
variables where it should be noticed that Eai (x) and piϕ(x) are densitied fields of weight 1.
3At the classical level, a spherically static solution to such a system was obtained by Janis, Newmann and
Winicor(JNW)[19–22]. The usual JNW metric is given by
ds2 = −
(
1− B
r
)ν
dt2 +
(
1− B
r
)−ν
dr2 + r2
(
1− B
r
)1−ν
dΩ2 (2.4)
whereas the scalar field here reads
ϕ =
q
B
√
4pi
ln
(
1− B
r
)
(2.5)
with q2 being the scalar charge. The two parameters B and ν are given by
ν =
2m
B
(2.6)
B = 2
√
m2 + q2 (2.7)
with m standing for the ADM mass. This solution recovers the Schwarzschild exterior spacetime by setting ν = 1.
It should be noticed that in the JNW solution, r cannot be smaller than B and r = B is a singularity for ν 6= 1.
However, as inspired by the Schwarzschild interior metric, we can modified (2.4) to be
ds2 = −
(
B
τ
− 1
)−ν
dτ2 +
(
B
τ
− 1
)ν
dx2 +
(
B
τ
− 1
)1−ν
τ2dΩ2 (2.8)
with τ ∈ (0, B). It should be noticed that in (2.8) the space and time coordinated exchange comparing with (2.4).
The modified JNW metric (2.8) gives us the Schwarzschild interior spacetime when the scalar field vanishes. It has
two singularities, one locates at r = B and the other is the center singularity at r = 0. When it comes to the JNW
spacetime below, we refer to the metric (2.8).
As in the interior of the Kruskal space-time, the homogeneous Cauchy slices Σ of the JNW spacetime have topology
R× S2. Thus we can introduce a fiducial metric q˚ab on Σ
q˚abdx
adxb = dx2 + r2o(dθ
2 + sin2 θdφ2). (2.9)
where x ∈ (−∞,∞), θ and φ are 2-sphere coordinates, and ro is a constant with dimensions of length. Since Σ is
non-compact in the direction x, we introduce an elementary cell C ∼= (0, L0)× S2 in Σ and restrict all integrals to this
elemental cell to avoid the divergency problems of integrations.
Because of the symmetry, the scalar filed ϕ is reduced to a constant and the fields Aia(x), Eai (x) and piϕ(x) take
the forms
Aiaτidx
a =
c
L0
τ3dx+ bτ2dθ − bτ1 sin θdφ+ τ3 cos θdφ
Eai τ
i∂a = pcτ3 sin θ∂x +
pb
L0
τ2 sin θ∂θ − pb
L0
τ1∂φ
piϕ =
pϕ
4pir20L0
√
q˚
(2.10)
The Poisson bracket of the phase space reads
{c, pc} = 2Gγ, {b, pb} = Gγ, {ϕ, pϕ} = 1. (2.11)
By employing the expression of connection and triad, the curvature F of the connection A and the extrinsic curvature
K take the forms
F iabτidx
adxb =
bc
L0
τ1dθ ∧ dx+ bc sin θ
L0
τ2dφ ∧ dx+ (sin θ − b2 sin θ)τ3dφ ∧ dθ (2.12)
γKiaτidx
a =
c
L0
τ3dx+ bτ2dθ − bτ1 sin θdφ (2.13)
where γ is the Barbero-immirzi parameter. The constraints except the Hamiltonian in (2.3) vanish automatically.
Taking into account of Eqs.(2.12) and (2.13), the Hamiltonian constraint in (2.3) is reduced to
C = − 1
2κ
1
|pb|
√|pc| 2pb
((
b2 + γ2
)
pb + 2bcpc
)
γ2
sin(θ)
L0
+
1
2
p2ϕL0
16pi2|pb|√pc sin θ (2.14)
4which becomes
H :=
∫
C
NC = − 1
2Gγ
((
b+
γ2
b
)
pb + 2cpc
)
+
γp2ϕL
2
0
8pipbb
(2.15)
after smeared by a lapse function
N = γsgn(pb)
√
|pc|b−1.
B. The classical dynamics
As the hamiltonian smeared with lapse function N = γsgn(pb)
√|pc|b−1 does not admit analytical solutions, we
introduce a new lapse function N˜ in order to found analytical solutions, which reads
N˜ = 8piGγbpbN. (2.16)
This lapse function leads to a new smeared Hamiltonian constraint
H˜ :=
∫
C
N˜C = 8piGγbpbH. (2.17)
Let t˜ be the corresponding time to H˜. Noting that pcc is a constant of motion, we could define pcc =: L0γm. Then
the Hamiltonian constraint can be factorized as
− 8piGγ3p2b = 8piGγ (bpb)2 + 16piGγ2mL0 (bpb)− 2G2γ3L20p2ϕ =: κγ(bpb − y+)(bpb − y−), (2.18)
where
y± = −γL0m± γL0
√
m2 +
Gp2ϕ
4pi
. (2.19)
The Hamilton’s equation of bpb leads to
d(bpb)
dt˜
= {bpb, H˜} = −8piGγ3p2b = κγ(bpb − y+)(bpb − y−). (2.20)
which, with denoting y = bpb, can give us
y(t˜) = y− +
y+ − y−
1 + eκγ(y+−y−)t˜
pb(t˜)
2 = − 1
8piGγ3
dy
dt˜
=
(y+ − y−)2
4γ2
cosh
(κγ
2
(y+ − y−)t˜
)−2
b(t˜) =
γ
(y+ − y−)
(
y+e
−κγ (y+−y2)2 t˜ + y−eκγ
(y+−y2)
2 t˜
) (2.21)
Then, pc(t˜) and c(t˜) are easy to be obtained as
pc(t˜) = p
(0)
c e
2T (t˜)
c(t˜) = c(0)e−2T (t˜)
(2.22)
where
T (t˜) = κγy+t˜− ln
(
eκγ(y+−y−)t˜ + 1
)
. (2.23)
By substituting the above solutions to the spherical metric
ds2 = −N˜2dt˜2 + p
2
b
|pc|L20
dx2 + |pc|dΩ2,
5we have
ds2 =− γ2|p(0)c |L20
(
(y+−y−)
γL0τ
− 1
) y−+y+
y+−y−
(y+ − y−) 2 dτ
2 +
(y+ − y−)2
(
(y+−y−)
γL0τ
− 1
) y−+y+
y−−y+
γ2|p(0)c |L20
dx2
+
|p(0)c |γ2L20
(y− − y+) 2
(
(y+ − y−)
γL0τ
− 1
)
y−+y+
y+−y− +1τ2dΩ2
(2.24)
where we defined
τ := − (y+ − y−) tanh
(
κγ
2 (y+ − y−) t˜
)
2γL0
+
y+ − y−
2γL0
. (2.25)
By comparing Eq.(2.24) with the JNW metric (2.8)
ds2 = −
(
B
τ
− 1
)−ν
dτ2 +
(
B
τ
− 1
)ν
dx2 +
(
B
τ
− 1
)1−ν
τ2dΩ2 (2.26)
we can fix the parameters as
B :=
y+ − y−
γL0
= 2
√
m2 +
Gp2ϕ
4pi
, p(0)c = B
2, −ν = y− + y+
y+ − y− = −
2m
B
. (2.27)
The solutions to the equations of motion can be rewritten with the variables B and ν as
b(t˜) =
γ
2
(
(1− ν)e−κγ2L0 B2 t˜ − (1 + ν)eκγ2L0 B2 t˜
)
pb(t˜)
2 =
B2L20
4
cosh
(
κγ2L0
B
2
t˜
)−2
pc(t˜) = B
2e2T (t˜)
c(t˜) =
νγL0
2B
e−2T (t˜)
T (t˜) =
1
2
κγ2L0B(1− ν)t˜− ln
(
eκγ
2L0Bt˜ + 1
)
.
(2.28)
It is not difficult to verify that T (t˜)+constant is actually the time with respect to the lapse function N . However,
T (t˜) is not monotonous with respect to t˜ if ν 6= 1. Its monotonicity changes at
t˜0 =
1
κγ2L0B
ln(
1− ν
1 + ν
). (2.29)
More precisely, T (t˜) increases when t˜ ∈ (−∞, t˜0) but decreases when t˜ ∈ (t˜0,∞). This property of T (t˜) tells us that T
cannot be a globally defined time coordinate. In other words, a chart with T as its time coordinate cannot cover the
entire JNW spacetime. The entire spacetime is divided into two parts from t˜ = t˜0 by T . In both of the two part, T
ranges from −∞ to T (t˜0), namely, T (t˜) ∈ (−∞, T (t˜0)) in both of the two parts. However, different physical pictures
are presented as T → −∞ in the two parts. For the part where t˜ ∈ (−∞, t˜0), T → −∞ leads to the naked singularity,
while for the other part, T → −∞ presents the central singularity. For the Schwarzschild’s case where ν = 1, the
naked singularity is replaced by the horizon. Then T (t˜) becomes a globally defined time coordinate of the interior
Schwarzschild spacetime.
At the moment t˜ = t˜0, T (t˜) takes its maximal value
T (t˜0) =
1
2
(1− ν) ln
(
1− ν
1 + ν
)
− ln
(
2
1 + ν
)
. (2.30)
and b(t˜0) c(t˜0), pb(t˜0) and pc(t˜0) read
b(t˜0) = 0
c(t˜0) =
2γL0
B
ν
1− ν2
(
1− ν
1 + ν
)ν
pb(t˜0) =
1
2
BL0
√
1− ν2
pc(t˜0) =
1
4
B2
(
1− ν2)(1− ν
1 + ν
)−ν
.
(2.31)
6The scalar curvature is
R = − 8
B2 (1− ν2)
(
1− ν
1 + ν
)ν
. (2.32)
which will be much smaller than 1 for B  1 and all of 0 < ν < 1. Thus around t˜ = t˜0 is a classically region. In other
words, when t˜ = t˜0, the quantum correction should be tiny such that the quantum dynamics is compatible with the
classical one. This guides us to initialize the quantum dynamics.
III. QUANTUM THEORY
We adopt the same convention in [1, 18]. Then the effective Hamiltonian of the JNW spacetime reads
Heff = − 1
2Gγ
[
2
sin(δcc)
δc
pc +
(
sin(δbb)
δb
+
γ2δb
sin(δbb)
)
pb
]
+
γδbp
2
ϕL
2
0
8pi sin(δbb)pb
(3.1)
with
N = γsgn(pb)
√
|pc| δb
sin(δbb)
(3.2)
In the quantum theory, we choose the time coordinate with respect to same N , which corresponds to T (t˜) of the
classical theory define in (2.28). This time coordinate in the quantum dynamics will be also denoted as T . Taking
advantage of the choice of this time coordinate, we can solve the evolution of pc and tan(δcc) analytically. By using
the Hamilton’s equations for pc and c
dpc
dT
= 2pc cos(δcc),
dc
dT
= −2sin(δcc)
δc
,
(3.3)
we have
tan(
δcc(T )
2
) = c(0)e−2T (3.4)
pc(T ) = ±ζ
2
(
e2T
c0
+ c(0)e−2T
)
(3.5)
with ζ = pc sin(δcc) being the constant of motion corresponding to cpc in the classical theory 1. As discussed under
(2.31), we should set the initial data such that the quantum dynamics around T = 0 is compatible with the classical
one around t˜ = t˜0. This principle leads to
c(0) =
γL0δc
B
ν
1− ν2
(
1− ν
1 + ν
)ν
. (3.6)
and
ζ = δcL0γ
νB
2
. (3.7)
Thus we have
tan(
δcc
2
) =
γL0δc
B
ν
1− ν2
(
1− ν
1 + ν
)ν
e−2T
pc =
B2
4
(1− ν2)
(
1− ν
1 + ν
)−ν (
e2T +
(γL0δc)
2
B2
ν2
(1− ν2)2
(
1− ν
1 + ν
)2ν
e−2T
) (3.8)
1 It is noticed here that, we have assumed δc and δb are Dirac observables. The validity of such assumption can be confirmed by using
the same strategy adapted in the Appendix A of [18].
7which recovers the classical solution (2.28) if tan(δcc/2) 1.
Let us denote cos(δbb) =: ξ below for abbreviation. The Hamilton’s equation for ξ gives
dξ
dT
=
1
2
(1− ξ2 + γ2δ2b ) +
Gγ2δ2bp
2
ϕL
2
0
8pip2b
(3.9)
By employing the constraint equation Heff = 0, we get
p
(±)
b =
L0mγδb
(
−sgn(sin(δbb))ν
√
1− ξ2 ±√(1− ν2)γ2δ2b + (1− ξ2))
ν (1− ξ2 + γ2δ2b )
. (3.10)
Substituting (3.10) into (3.9), we have that
• for sgn(sin(δbb)) > 0, the two solutions p(±)b read
dT
dξ
=
1
γ2δ2b − ξ2 + 1
∓ ν(1− ξ
2)
(γ2δ2b − ξ2 + 1)
√
(1− ν2)γ2δ2b + (1− ξ2)
√
1− ξ2 =: R1(ξ)∓R2(ξ). (3.11)
• for sgn(sin(δbb)) < 0, the two solutions p(±)b read
dT
dξ
=
1
γ2δ2b − ξ2 + 1
± ν(1− ξ
2)
(γ2δ2b − ξ2 + 1)
√
(1− ν2)γ2δ2b + (1− ξ2)
√
1− ξ2 =: R1(ξ)±R2(ξ). (3.12)
Then without loss of generality, we will define the functions T±(ξ) as solutions to
dT±
dξ
= R1(ξ)∓R2(ξ). (3.13)
More precisely, we have
T±(ξ) =
−1
2
√
1 + γ2δ2b
ln
(√
1 + γ2δ2b − ξ√
1 + γ2δ2b + ξ
√
1 + γ2δ2b + 1√
1 + γ2δ2b − 1
)
∓
∫ ξ
1
R2(ξ
′)dξ′ (3.14)
where the initial condition T (ξ = 1) = 0 is considered because we want the quantum dynamics around T = 0 to
recover the classical one around t˜ = t˜0. Then all information of the quantum effective dynamics is stored in the two
functions T±(ξ).
The integration of R2 above is actually a summation of the standard elliptic integrals, that is∫ ξ
1
R2(x)dx = kν
(
F (arcsin(ξ) | k)− F (pi/2 | k)
)
− kν(1 + n)
(
Π(n, arcsin(ξ) | k)−Π(n, pi/2, k)
)
(3.15)
where F (θ | k) and Π(n, θ | k) are the first and the third kind of elliptic integrals (refer to Appendix A for details) and
the parameters k and n are defined as
k2 =
1
1 + (1− ν2)γ2δ2b
, n = − 1
1 + γ2δ2b
. (3.16)
Therefore, T±(ξ) takes the form
T±(ξ) =
−1
2
√
1 + γ2δ2b
ln
(√
1 + γ2δ2b − ξ√
1 + γ2δ2b + ξ
)
∓ kνF (arcsin(ξ) |k)± kν(1 + n)Π(n, arcsin(ξ)|k) + T±0 (3.17)
with
T±0 =
−1
2
√
1 + γ2δ2b
ln
(√
1 + γ2δ2b + 1√
1 + γ2δ2b − 1
)
± kνF (pi/2|k)∓ kν(1 + n)Π(n, pi/2|k). (3.18)
A numerical method to compute the elliptic integrals, and therefore to compute T±(ξ), is introduced in appendix A.
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FIG. 1: Plots of the evolution of sin(δbb) and pb as functions of T derived from T±(ξ). As a comparison, the classical results
of δbb(T ) and pb(T ) derived from (2.28) are also shown. The parameters are chosen to be m = 104, ν = 0.5, G = 1 = ~,
γ = 0.2375, L0 = 1 and δb = 0.0340 which is computed by (4.13). By comparing the quantum dynamics with the classical one,
we conclude that T−(ξ), corresponding to p(−)b in (3.10), resolves the central singularity and that T
+(ξ), corresponds to the
naked singularity side.
Now we have two solutions T±(ξ) to the equation (3.9). The meaning of these two solutions is understood by the
following discussion. In the classical theory, the spacetime must be divided at least into two parts if T (t˜) is chosen as
a time coordinate. In one part b ∈ (−∞, 0) and in the other part b ∈ (0,∞). Therefore, the spacetime constructed
from the quantum effective dynamics is expected to be a union of two sub-manifolds. In each sub-manifold, T is a well
defined time coordinate. However, T , as emphasized, cannot be defined globally on the entire spacetime. Additionally,
in the sub-manifold corresponding to the classical one where b ∈ (−∞, 0), sin(δbb) is expected to be sin(δbb) ∈ (−1, 0),
and in the other, sin(δbb) ∈ (0, 1). In other words, the sign of sin(δbb) changes if we move from one sub-manifold to
the other. Thus, according to (3.10), in order to keep the continuity of pb at the moment T = 0, namely in the Cauchy
surface of the spacetime where ξ = 1 and where the two sub-manifold is glued, we must assign, saying, p(+)b to both
of the two sub-manifold. This leads to the fact that in one sub-manifold solution to (3.9) is given by T+(ξ) while in
the other, it is given by T−(ξ) (referring to (3.11) and (3.12)). According to the above discussion, figure 1 gives a
plot of the evolution of sin(δbb) and pb as functions of T derived from T±(ξ), where, as a comparison, the classical
results of δbb(T ) and pb(T ) derived from (2.28) are also shown. According to the numerical results shown in the figure,
the difference between the classical and quantum dynamics increases gradually as b becomes larger and larger, and
simultaneously pb becomes smaller and smaller. The decreases of pb in the two parts of the entire spacetime driven by
the classical dynamics are both replaced in the quantum effective dynamics by a bounce, which indicates to us how
the two singularities in the JNW spacetime is resolved. Additionally, by comparing with the classical dynamics, it
can be easily concluded that T−(ξ), corresponding to p(−)b in (3.10), resolves the central singularity and that T
+(ξ),
correspond to the naked singularity side.
Finally, as ξ ∈ [−1, 1], the time coordinate T ranges in a finite interval, namely T±(−1) ≤ T ≤ 0 in the two charts
9respectively. It should be noticed that the consequent spacetime is geodesic incomplete. While how to extend this
spacetime will be left as our further topic.
IV. THE QUANTUM PARAMETERS OF δb AND δc
As it is known, the quantum parameters δb and δc are introduced to regularize the curvature F iab(x), namely to
express the F iab with holonomies [1, 8]. More precisely, taking F
i
θ,φτi for instance, it is regularized as the following:
we first evaluate the ratio (h(θ,φ) − 1)/ (Ar((θ, φ))) with h(θ,φ) being the holonomy around a closed rectangular
plaquette (θ, φ) within the θ-φ 2-sphere enclosing an area Ar((θ, φ)), and then take the limit Ar((θ, φ)) → 0.
Then by replacing the holonomy as an operator, the quantum operator Fˆ iθφτi is given. However, by considering the
underlying quantum geometry, when defining the operator, we take the limit as (θ, φ) shrinks to ∆ with ∆ being
the area gap proposed by LQG[1, 8]. In the same manner, operators corresponding to the other two non-vanished
curvature components F iφ,xτi and F
i
θ,xτi are defined by using holonomies along plaquette (φ, x) and (θ, x) in the
φ− x and θ − x planes respectively. Finally we have
Fˆ iabτi = lim
Ar((a,b))→∆
1
Ar((a, b)) (hab − 1)
where ab lies in the a − b plane. In this procedure, the quantum parameter δb and δc are introduced, where δb is
the ratio length of each link in the plaquette (θ, φ) and δc, the ratio length of the links along the x-direction in the
plaquettes (x, θ) and (x, φ) in the fiducial cell C.
Roughly speaking there are two strategies to choose the quantum parameters δb and δc. The first one is the so-called
µo-type strategy, where the quantum parameters are chosen to be a global constant on the phase space such that the
areas of the plaquettes measured with the fiducial metrics q˚ limit to ∆, while, in contract with the µo-type strategy,
the second one, the so-called µ¯-type strategy, choose the quantum parameters to be a function on the phase space so
that the areas measured with the physical metrics qab limit to ∆. In the Schwarzschild case, both of the two strategies
are considered [13–15]. However it is revealed that the consequent quantum dynamics has some physically undesirable
results. To overcome the limitations, a new scheme straddling between the µo and µ¯ schemes is introduced by [1, 18].
The idea is to define δb and δc as Dirac observables which keep constant along the quantum effective trajectories but
may differ from one trajectory to another. This idea will be also adopted in the current paper.
The strategy in [1] to fix the Dirac observables δb and δc is to demand that the plaquette (θ, φ) and (φ, x) enclose
∆ physically when evaluated on the transition surface T with T being the space-like, 3-dimensional surface which
replaces the classical singularity and glues the trapped and an anti trapped regions. By considering the physical
meaning of the quantum parameters δb and δc, the authors of [1, 18] selected them by demanding that the two
plaquettes within the θ − φ 2-shperes and φ − x planes, used to regularize the curvature F iab, enclose the minimum
area when evaluated in T . However, we will see below that this requirement cannot be satisfied always for ν 6= 1.
Let us denote T (b±)bnc as the moments when pb bounces, where the index + corresponds to the bounce of pb resolving
the naked singularity and the index − represents the bounce resolving the central singularities respectively. Then
according to (3.10), the area of (φ, x) evaluated in T (b±)bnc is
Ar((φ, x))± = 2piδbδc|pb|
∣∣∣
T=T
(b±)
bnc
= 2piδbδcL0
Bγδb(
√
(1− ν2)γ2δ2b + 1∓ ν)
2(1− γ2δ2b )
∼= (1∓ ν)piγδ2b δcL0B. (4.1)
Similarly, let us denote T (c)bnc as the moment when pc bounces. The area of (θ, φ) evaluated in T
(c)
bnc is
Ar((θ, φ)) = 4piδ2bpc
∣∣
T=T
(c)
bnc
= 2νpiγδ2b δcL0B (4.2)
where (3.8) has been used. As a consequence of (4.1) and (4.2), for ν = 1, the areas Ar((φ, x))− and Ar((θ, φ)) can
equal the area gap ∆ simultaneously if and only if T (b)bnc = T
(c)
bnc
2. Actually that both Ar((φ, x))− and Ar((θ, φ))
equal ∆ is the requirement used in [18] to determine the quantum parameters. However, this requirement is invalid
2 Since the naked singularity disappears classically in this case, the value of Ar((φ, x))+ corresponding to the factor 1 − ν in (4.1)
disappears too, that is, Ar((φ, x)) takes only Ar((φ, x))
∣∣∣
T=T
(b)
bnc
∼= 2piγδ2b δcL0B.
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for the case when ν < 1. This can also be seen from the numerical calculation presented in the Appendix B, where
we show that the equations
2piδbδc|pb|
∣∣∣
T=T
(c)
bnc
= ∆
4piδ2bpc
∣∣∣
T=T
(c)
bnc
= ∆,
(4.3)
will have no solution for ν smaller than 1. It should be remarked that in this equation, pb takes the value
|pb| =
L0mγδb
(
ν
√
1− ξ2 +√(1− ν2)γ2δ2b + (1− ξ2))
ν (1− ξ2 + γ2δ2b )
. (4.4)
with which Eq.(4.3) can return to the equations introduced in [18] for ν = 1.
The result that (4.3) has no solution is regarded to be physically desirable. Otherwise, the Ricci scalar curvature
at T = T (c)bnc, which is
R
∣∣∣
T=T
(c)
bnc
∼= pi (ν + 1)
2
2ν4γ2
(
8Ar((φ, x))2Ar((φ, θ))ν2 + Ar((φ, θ))3
)
Ar((φ, x))4 + o(δ
2
b ),
will increase to ∞ as ν decreases to 0, which is contradictory to the results indicated by LQC and the studies on
loop quantized Schwarzschild interior spacetime, that loop quantum effect could lead to an upper bound to the scalar
curvature [8, 18].
Now the problem on how to constraint the quantum parameters in the current model comes out. At first, because
of the physical meaning of δb and δc, the existence of the area gap proposed by LQG should be considered. However,
it should be noticed that the existence of the area gap does not mean that any area in a spacetime cannot be smaller
than ∆. A typical counterexample is a null plaquette whose area always vanishes. This is actually the case for the
plaquette (φ, x) in the Schwarzschild spacetime when evaluated in the horizon. The situation is similar for the JNW
spacetime considered in the current paper. When ν ∼= 1, in the surface T = T (b+)bnc where the bounce of pb to replace
the naked singularity occurs, the metric will be almost degenerate along the x direction and well behaved along the
θ and φ directions. That is, the surface T = T (b+)bnc almost behaves as a horizon. Therefore, considering the limitation
that the area of (φ, x) cannot be smaller than ∆ when referring to the moment T = T (b+)bnc seems not to be that
physically meaningful. Moreover, if we keep that Ar((φ, x))− = ∆, it will lead to that Ar((θ, φ)) < ∆ which is
unphysical. Therefore in the current paper, we choose the equation Ar((θ, φ)) = ∆ as one condition to determine
the quantum parameters by considering the existence of the are gap.
Moreover, there have two quantum parameters δb and δc, so we need two equations to completely fix them. The
second equation we proposed is
T
(b−)
bnc = T
(c)
bnc. (4.5)
which, as mentioned above, is automatically satisfied for the Schwarzschild case if one used the strategy in [1, 18].
Moreover, the equation (4.5) also means that the volume of the fiducial cell reaches its minimal in T = T (b+)bnc and,
thus the energy density and the scalar curvature increase to their maximal at this moment. In summary, the quantum
parameters will be determined by the equations
T
(b−)
bnc = T
(c)
bnc
4piδ2bpc
∣∣∣
T
(c)
bnc
= ∆.
(4.6)
Now it comes to how to solve the proposed equations. By employing the exact solutions of c and pc, we will obtain
that
T
(c)
bnc =
1
2
ln
((
1− ν
1 + ν
)ν
ν
1− ν2
γL0δc
B
)
. (4.7)
In addition, Eq.(3.17) gives
T
(b−)
bnc =
∫ 0
1
dT
dξ
dξ =
−1
2
√−n ln
(√−n+ 1
1−√−n
)
+ kνnRF (1, 1− k2, 0)− kνn(1 + n)
3
RJ(1, 1− k2, 0, 1 + n). (4.8)
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In the equations (4.7) and (4.8), we used the fact that
cos(δcc)
∣∣∣
T=T
(c)
bnc
= 0 = cos(δbb)
∣∣∣
T=T
(b−)
bnc
.
The elliptic integrals in (4.8) have been rewritten by using the Carlson’s form (A2) whose relation with the Legendre
forms is given in (A6). By using the assumption that δb  1 which leads to 1−k2  1 and 1 +n 1, the asymptotic
behavior of T (b)bnc can be derived by using the formula (A10) and (A14). The result is
T
(b−)
bnc
∼= −1
2
√−n ln
(√−n+ 1
1−√−n
)
+ kνn ln
(
4√
1− k2
)
− kνn
√
n+ 1
k2 + n
ln
(√
(k2 + n) +
√
n+ 1√
1− k2
)
(4.9)
which leads to
eT
(b−)
bnc ∼= 1
22ν+1
√
1 + ν
ν+1
√
1− ν 1−ν
(γδb)
1+ν . (4.10)
Then the equation (4.5) becomes
δc =
B
γL0
1− ν2
ν
(
1− ν
1 + ν
)−ν
e2T
(b−)
bnc ∼= B
γL0
1
ν
1
4 2ν+1
(ν + 1) 2ν+2(γδb)
2ν+2 (4.11)
Substituting this result (4.11) into the second equation of (4.6) which more precisely is
Ar((θ, φ)) = 2νpiγδ2b δcL0B = ∆ (4.12)
we finally have that
δb ∼=
( √
∆√
2pi
(
ν+1
2 γ
)ν+1 B
2ν
) 1
ν+2
. (4.13)
Meanwhile, δc takes
δcL0 ∼= 1
ν
((
(1 + ν)2∆
8pi
) 1+ν
ν γ
4B
) ν
ν+2
(4.14)
Several remarkable features of our results should be discussed. First, these results of δb and δc will recover that
in the Schwarzschild case given in [1, 18] for ν = 1. Moreover, for the area Ar((φ, x)) of the plaquette (φ, x), we
obtain that
Ar((φ, x)) = 2piδbδc|pb|
∣∣∣
T
=
ν + 1
2ν
∆ ≥ ∆. (4.15)
where the equality can be achieved only for ν = 1.
Secondly, the equation (4.14) tells us that δcL0 is inversely proportional to ν, which means that δc can be very large
for small ν if L0 is fixed. This is incompatible with the usual assumption that the quantum parameters take small
values so that the quantum dynamics can be compatible with the classical ones in the classical regions. However, in
the current work such an assumption for δc is actually not necessary. First of all, in the above derivation, we only
assume that δb takes small value, which is coincide with the finally result (4.13). Secondly, because the x-direction is
the non-compact direction of the Cauchy surface, the link along the x-direction in the plaquettes (x, θ) and (x, φ)
can be chosen with an arbitrary length. Therefore, δc can be arbitrarily large, with recalling that δcL0 is the length
of our link with respect to the fiducial metric q˚ab. Moreover, the quantum dynamics actually can recover the classical
one in the classical regions even though the parameter δc is large. Substituting the value of δc in (4.14) into (3.8), we
get that tan(δcc/2) 1 around T = 0. Then in the classical region where T  1,
δcc
2
= arctan
(
tan(
δcc
2
)
)
∼= tan(δcc
2
),
which gives a coincide result c(T ) with the classical solution c(t˜) given in (2.28). It should be reminded here that the
time coordinate T used in the quantum theory is the same as the function T (t˜) up to a constant. In addition, the
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FIG. 2: Numerical results of the evolution of the scalar curvature R, for both of the classical and the quantum dynamics with
B = 107. According to the result, the classical divergences as a consequence of the classical singularities is replaced by bouncing
evolution of R. The quantum dynamics changes the sign of the curvature and the classical singularities with negatively infinity
curvature is finally replaced by positive-valued curvature bounces. The parameter in this plot is chosen as L0 = 1 = G = ~,
γ = 0.2375, ν = 0.5 and B = 105
coincidence for pc can be verified easily by using the condition that δcL0ν/B  1. Finally, since δb itself is small, the
quantum and classical dynamics for δb and pb are compatible classically, which actually has been shown in Fig. 1 as
an example. Therefore, as a conclusion, large values of δc for small ν is not a problem in the sense that it will not
lead to any incompatibility between the quantum and classical dynamics classically.
Finally, let us consider the evolution of the scalar curvature R. By definition of R and the Hamilton’s equation,
the scalar curvature can be expressed as
R =
1
32γ2δ2bp
4
bpc
{
B4γ4L40
(
ν2 − 1)2 δ4b + 8B2γ2L20 (ν2 − 1) δ2bp2b (2ξ cos (cδc) + ξ2 − 1)
+ 16p4b
(−γ4δ4b − 4γ2 (ξ2 − 1) δ2b + (ξ2 − 1) (4ξ cos (cδc) + 2 cos (2cδc) + ξ2 − 7))} (4.16)
In principle, by using the Hamiltonian constraint and the fact that pc sin(δcc) = mγL0δc, the right hand side of the
above equation can be reduced to a form with only pb and pc as arguments. This function will be denoted as R(pb, pc)
below. A numerical result of R with ν = 0.5 and B = 105 is shown in Fig. 2, where the classical results of R are also
presented as a comparison. As shown in the figure, the curvature R is bounded throughout its evolution and there are
two peaks which resolve the classical divergences resulted from the two classical singularities. It is remarkable that
the quantum dynamics changes the sign of the curvature and the singularities with negatively infinity curvature are
finally resolved by positive-valued curvature bounces. Since R(pb, pc) is a function with only pb and pc as arguments,
one peak therefore occurs exactly at the moment T = T (b−)bnc when pb and pc bounce simultaneously. At this moment
the curvature reads
R(T
(b−)
bnc ) =
2ν(ν + 2) + 3
(ν + 1)2
8pi
γ2∆
+ o(δ2b ) ≤
24pi
γ2∆
. (4.17)
which is uniformly bounded.
V. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
In the current paper, we investigate the classical and the effective quantum dynamics of JNW spacetime. The
classical dynamics indicates to us where is the classical region of the JNW spacetime, so that the quantum dynamics
can be initialized. The resulted quantum dynamics matches well with the classical one in the classical region. The
quantum correction leads to a bouncing evolution for both of pb and pc, which means that the classical singularities
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can be finally resolved by the quantum theory. These results do not sensitively depend on the value of the quantum
parameters.
To understand the quantum dynamics more precisely, the quantum parameters δb and δc should be fixed. In order
to constraint these two parameters, we apply the idea to solve δb and δc as Dirac observables. This idea has been
implemented for the Schwarzschild case, especially by the work [1]. However, the key equations introduced in this
work to solve the quantum parameters cannot be transported directly to our case. Thus we propose two new equations
(4.6) by balancing the physical interpretation of the parameters and other physical considerations. Taking advantage
of the asymptotic formula of the elliptic integrals which appears in the solutions to the Hamilton’s equation, we finally
obtained the approximated formula of δb and δc. Properties of the results are then discussed. First of all, the values
of δb and δc, for ν = 1, return to the results for the Schwarzschild case derived by the AOS approach. Secondly, the
resulted value of δc can be very large for small values of ν, this seems to be contradictory to the usual perception
that the quantum parameter should be small. However, according to our discuss, the large value of δc will not be a
problem in the current work.
Finally, in spite of the above achievements, especially the proposal to solve the quantum parameters, there are
still many attractive topics needing our further investigation. Among these topics, the most interesting one is on the
extension of the resulting effective quantum spacetime. Since the integral curves of the vector filed 1N ∂T are geodesics
with affine parameter, we can easily verify that the effective quantum spacetime with the time coordinate T takes
values such that cos(δbb) ∈ (−1, 1) is geodesic incomplete. It is then interesting to come up with the questions that
what structures will be constructed for the maximally extended quantum spacetime and what kinds of physics will
be obtained from that spacetime. All of these will be leave for our further works.
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Appendix A: The Elliptic Integrals
The three kinds of elliptic integrals are defined as
F (φ|k) =
∫ φ
0
1√
1− k2 sin2(θ)
=
∫ sin(φ)
0
1√
1− t2√1− k2t2
E(φ|k) =
∫ φ
0
√
1− k2 sin2(θ) =
∫ sin(φ)
0
√
1− k2t2√
1− t2
Π(n, φ|k) =
∫ φ
0
1
(1 + n sin2(θ))
√
1− k2 sin(θ) =
∫ sin(φ)
0
1
(1 + nt2)
√
1− t2√1− k2t2
(A1)
where 0 < k < 1. These forms are usually called the Legendre forms of elliptic integrals. A modern alternative to the
Legendre forms is the carlson (symmetric) form [see 24, for instance], which are defined as
RF (x, y, z) =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
1√
x+ t
√
y + t
√
z + t
dt
RD(x, y, z) =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
1√
x+ t
√
y + t
√
z + t
3 dt
RJ(x, y, z, p) =
3
2
∫ ∞
0
1
(t+ p)
√
x+ t
√
y + t
√
z + t
dt
(A2)
where x, y, z ∈ (0,∞) except that one or more of x, y, z might be 0 when the corresponding integral converges. When
p < 0, the Cauchy principle value of the integral for RJ is taken, which is given by
(y − p)RJ(x, y, z, p) = (γ − y)RJ(x, y, z, γ)− 3RF (x, y, z) + 3RC(xz/y, pγ/y) (A3)
with
γ = y +
(z − y)(y − x)
y − p (A4)
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It should be noticed that x, y, z are labelled such that 0 ≤ x ≤ y ≤ z. In addition, another useful integral RC(x, y) is
defines as
RC(x, y) := RF (x, y, y) =
∫ ∞
0
1√
t+ x(t+ y)
dt. (A5)
Relations between the Legendre forms and the Carlson forms are
F (φ|k) = sin(φ)RF (cos2(φ), 1− k2 sin2(φ), 1)
E(φ|k) = sin(φ)RF (cos2(φ), 1− k2 sin2(φ), 1)− 1
3
k2 sin3(φ)RD(cos
2(φ), 1− k2 sin2(φ), 1)
Π(n, φ|k) = sin(φ)RF (cos2(φ), 1− k2 sin2(φ), 1)− n
3
sin3(φ)RJ(cos
2(φ), 1− k2 sin2(φ), 1, 1 + n sin2(φ))
(A6)
The Carlson forms possess the following properties.
(1) Homogeneous:
RF (cx, cy, cz) = c
−1/2RF (x, y, z)
RD(cx, cy, cz) = c
−3/2RD(x, y, z)
RJ(cx, cy, cz, cp) = c
−3/2RJ(x, y, z, p)
(A7)
with c, x, y, z ∈ R+.
(2) Duplication theorem where we require x, y, z, p ∈ R+.
RF (x, y, z) = 2RF (x+ λ, y + λ, z + λ) = RF
(
x+ λ
4
,
y + λ
4
,
z + λ
4
)
, (A8)
where λ =
√
x
√
y +
√
y
√
z +
√
z
√
x.
RJ(x, y, z, p) = 2RJ(x+ λ, y + λ, z + λ, p+ λ) + 6RC(d
2, d2 + (p− x)(p− y)(p− z))
=
1
4
RJ
(
x+ λ
4
,
y + λ
4
,
z + λ
4
,
p+ λ
4
)
+ 6RC(d
2, d2 + (p− x)(p− y)(p− z)) (A9)
where d = (√p+√x)(√p+√y)(√p+√z) and λ = √x√y +√y√z +√z√x.
The duplication theorem can be used for a fast and precise computation of the Carlson form and therefore also for
the computation of the Legendre forms. One can refer to [24, 25] for more details about the numerical computation
of the Carlson forms.
Asymptotic formulas of the Carlson forms when the arguments are real and tend to infinity or zero are derived in
detail in [26]. By using the results shown in [26], the asymptotic behavior of T (b)bnc shown in (4.9) can be obtained as
follows. At first, when 1− k2  1
RF (1, 1− k2, 0) ∼= 1
2
ln
(
16
1− k2
)
(A10)
For RJ(1, 1− k2, 0, 1 + n), use its homogeneous to obtain
RJ(1, 1− k2, 0, 1 + n) = 1√
1 + n
3RJ(
1
1 + n
,
1− k2
1 + n
, 0, 1) (A11)
Because the assumption that δb  1, we have
1
1 + n
 1, 1− k
2
1 + n
= 1− ν2 +O(δ2b ). (A12)
Then using the formula given in [26], which is
RM (x, y, p) = RM (y, x, p) :=
4
3pi
RJ(x, y, 0, p) ∼= 4
pi
1√
yp
RC(p, x), y →∞ (A13)
we have with a straightforward calculation
RJ(1, 1− k2, 0, 1 + n) ∼= 3
1 + n
√
n+ 1
k2 + n
ln
(√
(k2 + n) +
√
n+ 1√
1− k2
)
(A14)
which together with (A10) gives the asymptotic formula of T (b)bnc.
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Appendix B: Discussion on solutions to (4.3)
As we know, Tc is characterized by the equation dpc/dT = 0, by which we have
pc
∣∣∣
Tc
=
1
2
BνL0γδc. (B1)
Then substituting the expression of pc
∣∣∣
Tc
into the second equation of (4.3) gives
δc
∣∣∣
Tc
=
∆
2piBνL0γδ2b
∣∣∣
Tc
(B2)
which leads to the following form of the left hand side of the first equation of (4.3)
2piδbδc|pb|
∣∣∣
Tc
=
∆
2
ν
√
1− ξ2c +
√
(1− ν2)γ2δ2b + (1− ξ2c )
ν (1− ξ2c + γ2δ2b )
(B3)
where ξc := ξ
∣∣∣
Tc
. As there do not exist any analytical expressions for ξc, the equation (B3) can only be calculated by
solving (3.9) numerically with
T
∣∣∣
Tc
=
1
2
ln
ν
(
1−ν
1+ν
)ν
1− ν2
γL0δc
∣∣∣
Tc
B
 = 1
2
ln
(
∆
2piB2δ2b
1
1− ν2
(
1− ν
1 + ν
)ν)
. (B4)
Now the question becomes to solve δb from the equation
2piδbδc|pb|
∣∣∣
Tc
=
∆
2
ν
√
1− ξ2c +
√
(1− ν2)γ2δ2b + (1− ξ2c )
ν (1− ξ2c + γ2δ2b )
= ∆ (B5)
where ξc can be computed as discussed above once δb is given, and therefore is a function of δb. An example of the
left- and right-hand sides of this equation as a function of δb is plotted in figure 3, which shows to us that there does
not exist any solutions when pϕ = 4m for the case m = 1000.
There are two subtle issues here which are worth being discussed. These two issues are motivated by the following
puzzle. As discussed by [1, 18], there are four solutions to (B5) for ν = 1, while the leftmost and the rightmost one
are unphysical. However, when pϕ is comparable with m, Fig. 3 tells us that there do not exist any solutions to the
(B5). Then a question arises that if the numerical results shown in Fig. 3 are reliable or not, which will be discussed
from the following two points.
The first of is on the range of δb. Regarding ξc as a function of δb, we can obtained that
dξc
dδb
=
dξ
dT
∣∣∣∣
Tc
dT
∣∣
Tc
dδb
< 0 (B6)
which means that ξc is a monotonically decreasing function on δb. As a consequence, δb ranges in δb ∈ [δ+b , δ−b ] with
ξc
∣∣∣
δb=δ
±
b
= ±1. (B7)
δ+b can be easily calculated by
T
∣∣∣
Tc
= 0, (B8)
namely
δ+b =
(
∆
2piB2
1
1− ν2
(
1− ν
1 + ν
)ν)1/2
. (B9)
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FIG. 3: Plot of the equation (B5) and δT defined in (B12) which measures the accuracy of our computation. As shown by the
plots, there do not exist any solutions to (4.3) when pϕ is comparable with m, that is pϕ = 4m in this example. The parameter
is chosen as m = 103, G = 1 = ~, γ = 0.2375, L0 = 1
While for δ−b , it can only be computed numerically through the equation
T
∣∣∣
Tc
=
1
2
ln
(
∆
2piB2δ2b
1
1− ν2
(
1− ν
1 + ν
)ν)
= 2T− (B10)
with T− defined in (3.18). Moreover, according to (B7), we have that when δb = δ±b , the left-hand side of the key
equation (B5) becomes (
2piδbδc|pb|
∣∣∣
Tc
) ∣∣∣
δb→δ±b
=
∆
2
√
1− ν2
νγδb
(B11)
This matches with our numerical results shown in Fig. 3, which means that the leftmost and the rightmost solutions,
existing when ν = 1, do disappear as shown in the figure.
The second issue is on the accuracy of our numerical computation. As discussed, ξc can be obtained by solving the
differential equation (3.9) with considering the value T
∣∣
Tc given in (B4). This is implemented by using the 4th-order
Runge Kutta method in the current paper. On the other hand, once a value of ξc is obtained numerically, we can also
calculate T−(ξc) by using (3.17). In general, T
∣∣
Tc and T
−(ξc) are different because of numerical errors. The difference
δT :=
∣∣∣(T ∣∣Tc)− T−(ξc)∣∣∣ (B12)
can be used to measure the accuracy of our computation, which is shown also in Fig. 3. According to the results, the
17
accuracy of our computation is δT ≤ 10−20. As a consequence, our computation shown in Fig. 3 is reliable.
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